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EDGE HACK TESTS TESTIN TEST: ★ Controlling the game even if you close the browser. This can be done by connecting to different computers with a smartphone, or connecting with a computer directly using a USB
cable. ★ Swipe with the mouse to move This is achieved through on-screen movements, similar to how we swipe the pages on our smartphones. ★ Full Screen Walkthrough It is possible to turn the game into

fullscreen mode to really enjoy the design. ★ Since the game is an action RPG, the experience of killing a large number of enemies is smoother by taking advantage of the various features of the PC. ★ Step by step
strategy There is a step by step strategy for the story, as well as guidance on how to obtain items. NEW APP: Edge Hack For iOS and Android. The system that controls your phone has been modified, and the

contents of your own phone are to be used. This app is an addition of Edge Hack that can not only hack the game but also manage your own smartphone. ☆ How to Play: 1. Before starting, please turn on the toggle
function for "Edge Hack" Make sure that you turn on "Edge Hack" in Settings >> Security. 2. When starting the game, there will be a popup that asks to turn on "Edge Hack" 3. The game is launched and the battle

starts, please turn on "Edge Hack" Please allow "Edge Hack" to work in your device 4. After starting, your own smartphone and the game can be synchronized. (In the following period, please allow the game to work
as needed) In Edge Hack, please wait for the game to start, not until the game starts is not acceptable. ☆ Features: ★ Edge Hack Data Use Profile data of the game can be used in Edge Hack. ★ Personalization You
can change the screen style, icons, fonts, and color of the notification. ★ Edge Hack of "Hybird" of the Next Line Easily and quickly return to the "next line" of Edge Hack without resuming the game. ★ Edge Hack of

the Starting Point You can easily access the starting point in Edge Hack. ★ Edge Hack of Routes
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Features Key:
High quality graphics.
High quality sound.

Multiple games. Although Title of Duty is the focus, the game allows you to experience scenarios that you can also experience together with other players.
An original take on fantasy RPGs.

Deep exploration and rich scenario content.
A deep plot where all the questions are answered.

A rich subplot, including dramatic and amusing scenes between various characters.
Various character interactions that make story sequences become unforgettable.

Various exclusive contents that contribute to the sharpness of the world, the thoughts of the characters, and the game design, including: story scenario content, scenario map, dungeon, equipment, and armor.
Create your own character. You are given the freedom to freely combine equipment, magic, and weapons. It allows you to become a great warrior, a smooth mage, or a devastating hero.

No restrictions on the formation of your party. You can create a party with the "Trust and Compatriot" system. You can also learn the value of trust that gives allies the ability to aid in battle.
Play from the beginning to the end. Regardless of your play style, there are countless quests that you can truly enjoy. Moreover, the game allows a simple way to manage your time. You can easily continue from where you left off even if you have waited a long time.

An interface that is easy to understand.
The original world created by the author.

Future Enhanced features:

More quests with the full voice of your own voice.
No restrictions on weapons and abilities.
Regular improvements including addition of content.
Addition of scenario maps that contain a variety of map designs and scenarios.
A large number of quests.
Addition of items and equipment that embody a wide variety of designs.
Addition of equipment that adds variety to the role of characters.
Addition of equipment that enhances fantasy-themed tanking.
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